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ABSTRACT
Making component self-adaptable requires observation abi-
lities. Observation features are usually intricated within the
functional code. We propose to consider observation as an
aspect. The solution we present in this paper allows an
explicit specification of which observation data are required
by a business component and which observation data this
component offers to the other entities of the system. We
illustrate the advantages of this separation of concerns for a
self-adaptable web server.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]: Modules and in-
terfaces; D.2.11 [Software architectures]: Domain-specific
architectures

General Terms
Design, Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Software components seem to be a promising way of buil-

ding software thanks to their assembling features. Many
component models have been proposed from academic ones
(e.g., Fractal, OpenCOM) to already widely used industrial
ones (e.g., CCM, J2EE, .NET, OSGi, SCA). All these mo-
dels propose a quite similar architecture: offered and re-
quired ports, configuration attributes and control ports.

In parallel to this architectural branch of progress, the
software engineering field proposes another way of expres-
sing modularity thanks to aspects (or more generally, pre-
occupations).

Some works have already tried to merge both approaches:
components and aspects: FAC [14], AspectCCM [7], FuseJ
configuration language [17].

We propose in this article to tackle a specific preoccu-
pation which is central to adaptation: observation. We
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consider the ability to observe its context as a specific as-
pect that can be isolated from the core functionality of any
component. In addition, we propose a development process
based on model engineering to cope with this aspect: The
observation is specified thanks to a model (that conforms to
a meta-model of observation) and is integrated into the com-
ponent with a model transformation that generates a com-
ponent with all the specified features of observation. The
observations are reusable and can be merged with other com-
ponents. We have experimented this approach in a preexis-
ting component architecture in order to improve its adaptive
features thanks to observations. This shows how simple it
is to separate the core functionality of the component from
its observation abilities.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 motivates the promotion of an observation aspect.
Section 3 presents the component model integrating the ob-
servation contracts which are more thoroughly defined in
Section 4 and experimented in Section 5. Finally, Sections 6
and 7 discuss the contribution with regard to related work
and conclude the paper respectively.

2. OBSERVATION ASPECT
It is now widely accepted that a software component is

functionally defined by the services it offers and requires.
When such a component needs to be adaptable, all models
of adaptability ([1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 16, 19]) are based on a 4-
steps process [12]: 1) observe the context; 2) analyse the
context to decide whether to adapt (applying a strategy);
3) plan the change (that may be predetermined); and 4)
execute the reconfiguration plan.

In this article, we focus on the first step. We propose a
process that makes functional aspects of components inde-
pendent from observational ones. Current component mo-
dels do no separate the functional interface from the obser-
vation one, even if it could be a good practice. Note that
the relation is asymmetric since observations may rely on
the functional services of the component. This separation of
concerns gives the opportunity to change observations with-
out modifying the core part of components. The context-
aware component is then built from these models by a kind
of transformation that weaves both descriptions and pro-
poses an implementation of the observation infrastructure.

We propose to study the following scenario. A web server
has been developed without any adaptation consideration.
This server is deployed on a small old-fashioned reused com-
puter. Its administrator observes that the web server suf-
fers denial of service and decides to detect high rates of in-



complete attempted connections so that the server applies
counter-measures such as blocking requests from incrimi-
nated IP domains. The first possible solution is to make
a patch to the server source code. But, the administrator
also notices that the server does not scale well when the
CPU load exceeds some threshold. Wondering how many
different observations may be of interest and would neces-
sitate to modify the server source code, the administrator
freezes and eventually lets the server unmodified.

We propose to solve this problem with three elements: a
declarative way of specifying observations of interest; a kind
of weaver to integrate the observation code into the core ap-
plication; and a set of predefined components dedicated to
observation. The first two elements constitute the contribu-
tions presented in this paper while the last one relies on the
COSMOS [8, 15] context management framework.

3. CONTEXT-AWARE COMPONENT
In this research work, we have chosen Fractal [3] as the

demonstrating component model. Fractal is a general-
purpose component model of the OW2 Consortium1. This is
a hierarchical and reflexive component model with sharing.
As we will see, we use Fractal for its flexibility and its
extensibility: one of the main features of this component
model is that it is dynamic and reflexive.

Figure 1 illustrates the different entities in a typical Frac-
tal component. The thick black box denotes the controller
part of a component, while the interior of the box corre-
sponds to the content part of the component. T symbols
protruding from the box are interfaces. Interfaces appearing
on the left and right sides depict server and client interfaces,
respectively. Interfaces appearing at the top of the box rep-
resent reflexive control (extra-functional) interfaces such as
the life-cycle controller, the binding controller, the attribute
controller or the content controller interfaces.

Controllers (lifecycle,connection...)

Observation contracts

COSMOS context nodes

Provide
observation data

Require
observation data

Offered

functional

interfaces

Required

interfaces
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Figure 1: Self-adaptable component with observa-
tion contracts

We complement the Fractal component model described
so far with observation contracts which appear at the bottom
of the component as drawn in Figure 1. Observation con-
tracts get translated into extra-functional interfaces. Con-
trary to control interfaces at the top that are exclusively
server interfaces, the interfaces we add can be client or server
interfaces connected to the infrastructure. In our case, the

1http://fractal.ow2.org

infrastructure is the COSMOS context manager which is it-
self implemented using Fractal.

COSMOS2 is a component-based framework for managing
context information in ubiquitous environments for context-
aware applications. In particular, COSMOS identifies the
contextual situations to which a context-aware application is
expected to react. These situations are modelled as context
policies that are hierarchically decomposed into fine-grained
units called context nodes. A context node is a context infor-
mation modelled as a Fractal component. The relation-
ships between context nodes are sharing and encapsulation.
The sharing of a context node —and, by implication, of
a partial or complete hierarchy— corresponds to the shar-
ing of a part of or a whole context policy. Context nodes
at a hierarchy’s leaves (the bottom-most elements, with no
descendants) encapsulate raw context data obtained from
context providers that in this paper are either legacy frame-
work entities or other application components. Communi-
cation between context nodes through the hierarchy may be
bottom-up or top-down. The former case corresponds to no-
tifications sent by context nodes to their parents, whereas
the latter case corresponds to observations triggered by a
parent node.

On the one hand, observation contracts translate into
client interfaces to express the fact that the component i)
sends a notification of some of its observation data to the
context manager or ii) asks for an observation of the con-
text. On the other hand, server interfaces correspond i) to
the receipt of a notification from the context manager or ii)
to the answering of an observation of its observation data by
the context manager. For a better separation of concerns,
the context manager mediates all the exchanges of obser-
vation data between application components, that is we do
not envisage that observation contract interfaces are directly
connected.

4. OBSERVATION CONTRACTS
Since we target context-aware applications, that is appli-

cations that are designed and implemented with context-
aware business capabilities, we propose that designers spec-
ify observation contracts in models (à la UML). In the case
of our Web server example, designers specify in UML class
diagrams that the Web server requires the“CPU load”context
data and provides the denial-of-service data containing the
list of IP domains from which too numerous requests are
issued. Either an administrator’s console or an adaptation
service collects these denial-of-service data from the Web
servers they monitor through the context manager. In the
former case, the administrator can then manually intervene.
In the latter case, the adaptation service analyses the obser-
vation data, then plan counter-measures and apply them :
this MAPE-K autonomic control loop defines an autonomic
system of Web servers [12].

Part3 of the meta-model which allows a component to de-
fine its observation contracts is presented in Figure 2. Being
a primitive or composite component, a ContextAwareSystem
defines its ObservationContracts through which it is linked
to contextual Entities of the observable world via Observ-
ables either required or provided. An example of Entity in

2http://picoforge.int-evry.fr/projects/svn/cosmos
3Due to space limitation, the complete meta-model is not
presented in this paper.
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Figure 2: Observation Contract Meta-Model

the Web server scenario is the local Computer. The pres-
ence of the Entity concept expresses the fact that we need
to state the origin of the observation data. For instance, as
depicted in Figure 3, the Web server of the scenario requires
the CPULoad of its computer, not from a remote computer.
Note also that since the Web server provides observation
data it appears in the model of Figure 3 as an observable
Entity. In addition, observable Entities are linked thanks to
EntityRelationships and define Observables that can be simple
or aggregated (InterpretableObservable). Therefore, observe
the EntityRelationship between WebServer and Computer in
Figure 3.

An ObservationContract (not detailed in this simplified
model) describes how a component and an observable are
associated. Firstly, it defines if the observation data are
provided or required by the component. In case of required
observation data, it also defines the mode: observation or
notification. For a notification, it defines what event trig-
gers this notification (e.g., for the CPUload Observable, the
notification may be triggered periodically, or if the CPUload
exceeds a given threshold).
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Figure 3: Web Server Observation Model

Furthermore, the contract defines the QoC (Quality of
Context) characteristics required for the observations. In-
deed, since context-aware applications are highly dependent
upon context information, a precise knowledge of its QoC is
required. Meta-information can therefore be associated to
observations defining their QoC. In our work, we focus on
some generic QoC parameters which are used in most appli-
cations [4], such as precision (gives bounds to better mirror

reality), correctness (probability there exist unintentional in-
ternal errors), resolution (granularity), up-to-dateness (age
and lifetime correlation) and trust-worthiness (how much
confidence can be put in a context source). This part of our
work is out of the scope of this article.

5. EXPERIMENTATION
We have experimented this separation of preoccupations

in the Fractal implementation of a Web server called Co-
manche 4. As shown in Figure 3, we have specified the fact
that we were interested in the observation of the used CPU
and the access rate (other observables have not been used).

We have developed a set of models and model transfor-
mations (in the Kermeta language [13]) that use the UML
models describing the business functionalities of the Web
server and the context-awareness model as depicted in Fi-
gure 3. We have then generated a Fractal ADL description
of the system. The resulting description is directly usable
to deploy the Web server with its observation abilities.

Without any observation integration, the Web server does
not trace any observation. In a first evolution, we introduce
a first observation, the used CPU for instance, and rege-
nerate the component architecture. The system now traces
the percent of CPU used. In a second evolution, we add
the access rate observation and regenerate the whole system
automatically. The system eventually traces both the used
CPU and the access rate.

This scenario shows how explicit observations can be weaved
and reused with the component thanks to model transfor-
mations. The study needs to be generalized since only two
observables have been modelled and tested.

6. RELATED WORKS
To our best knowledge, none of the current component

models propose an explicit model of observation. This pre-
vents composition, reuse and some verification of observa-
tion contracts. The usual approach is to merge observation
aspects with the business part of the system.

In the SAFRAN approach [10], the observation is mixed
with the adaptation controller and cannot therefore be reused.
If two controllers require the same observation, they both
have to describe it. The context-aware extension of CORBA
IDL called CA-IDL (context-aware IDL) proposed in the
RCSM middleware [18] allows the definition of observation
contracts comparable to our proposal. However, it is restric-
ted to a set of predefined observables.

The CORTEX project [2] has defined the concept of sen-
tient objects. A sentient object is an entity that collects con-
text information, processes it and produces software events.
Although sentient objects enable the development of context-
aware applications, they do not envision observation as an
extra-functionality and are based on software objects rather
than components limiting the ease of composition.

OSA [9] relies on the Fractal component model to hide the
component observation in the controller part of the compo-
nents. This work is the closest to our proposition in that
the mechanisms to get observation information correspond
to aspect weawing. However, OSA can only express the fact
that observation data are provided by the component, not
that they are required by the component, that is in only one
direction, limiting reusability in other application domains.

4http://fractal.ow2.org/tutorials/comanche.html



In addition, these data are only provided by observation:
the notification mode is not available.

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have considered observations as a first-class aspect

that can be separately specified from the functional part
of components. This approach has been successfully experi-
mented in a Web-server application. We claim that observa-
tions can be weaved at design-time with components, lead-
ing to the constitution of separate repositories for business
components and observations whose elements can be com-
bined to build context-aware applications that both observe
and are observable, the first step towards truly adaptable
systems.

For the time being, the observation contracts are described
with a UML-like model, but we believe that a domain spe-
cific language could be defined in order to improve the usa-
bility and the checking of consistency.

In the short term, we intend to increase the number of
observables that can be weaved in the Fractal compo-
nent model. Beyond, we would like to explore remote (dis-
tributed) observation contracts and their use for the adap-
tation of context-aware applications.
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